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Introduction 

Since 2012, the Kansas Bar Association has proposed repealing K.S.A. 59-505 on 
several occasions. That statute allows a surviving spouse to recover half of any real estate 
conveyed by the decedent spouse during the marriage without the surviving spouse’s 
written consent. The Probate Law Advisory Committee (PLAC) has historically been 
opposed to the repeal of K.S.A. 59-505.  However, the PLAC was asked to reconsider its 
position and to review a newly published Kansas Bar Journal article by Tim O’Sullivan 
advocating for the statute’s repeal.  The PLAC agreed that the topic deserves an in-depth 
review, and it requested and received Judicial Council permission to conduct the study.   

Method of Study 

The PLAC met seven times during 2023 and received input from several sources.  
In addition to reviewing Mr. O’Sullivan’s article, the PLAC invited him to attend a meeting 
and present his arguments in favor of the repeal of K.S.A. 59-505.  The PLAC also 
received feedback from former PLAC member, Philip Ridenour; Todd Shepard, Chair of 
the KBA’s Title Standards Committee; Richard Samaniego, a family law attorney from 
Wichita; and the Judicial Council’s Family Law Advisory Committee.   

The following items are attached at the end of this report: 

• Beyond Moribund: The Case for Repeal of K.S.A. 59-505, 92 K.B.A. Journal 24
(Jan./Feb. 2023) by Tim O’Sullivan

• Philip Ridenour testimony dated March 14, 2012
• Memorandum from Family Law Advisory Committee

History of K.S.A. 59-505 and the elective share 

K.S.A. 59-505 was enacted as part of the current Kansas Probate Code in 1939, 
but older versions of the statute have been part of Kansas law since 1868, when the 
estates of dower and curtesy were abolished. See L. 1868, ch. 33, §§ 8 and 28.   
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K.S.A. 59-505 reads:  

“Except as provided further, the surviving spouse shall be entitled to 
receive one-half of all real estate of which the decedent at any time during 
the marriage was seized or possessed and to the disposition whereof the 
survivor shall not have consented in writing, or by a will, or by an election 
as provided by law to take under a will, except such real estate as has been 
sold on execution or judicial sale, or taken by other legal proceeding.  The 
surviving spouse shall not be entitled to any interest under the provision of 
this section in any real estate of which such decedent in such decedent’s 
lifetime made a conveyance, when such spouse at the time of the 
conveyance was not a resident of this state and never had been during the 
existence of the marriage relation.  The spouse’s entitlement under this 
section shall be included as part of the surviving spouse’s property under 
K.S.A. 59-6a207, and amendments thereto.” 

K.S.A. 59-505 has been described as giving resident wives an inchoate interest in 
the real estate of their husbands “somewhat resembling dower.”  As a result, resident 
wives should join in deeds made by their husbands.  See McGill v. Kuhn, 186 Kan. 99, 
103, 348 P.2d 811 (1960).  Although courts have commonly referred to “husbands” and 
“wives” in discussing the application of K.S.A. 59-505, the statute has been gender-
neutral since at least 1939. 

When the Kansas legislature adopted new spousal elective share laws in 1994, it 
retained K.S.A. 59-505 in the law.  Under the spousal elective share laws, a surviving 
spouse is entitled to a share of the decedent spouse’s property, up to a maximum of 50% 
of the “augmented estate” once the couple has been married for 15 years. The crux of 
the elective share is the concept of the “augmented estate,” which takes into account all 
of the assets of the decedent and the surviving spouse, and any transfers made to others 
within two years of death. K.S.A. 59-6a203; 59-6a205. The augmented estate is then 
multiplied by a percentage that is based on the length of the marriage to determine the 
surviving spouse’s elective share amount. K.S.A. 59-6a202. The amount of the elective 
share is reduced by the value of any real estate recovered under K.S.A. 59-505. K.S.A. 
59-6a209(a).

Tim O’Sullivan position 

In his article, Beyond Moribund: The Case for Repeal of K.S.A. 59-505, 92 K.B.A. 
Journal 24 (Jan./Feb. 2023), Tim O’Sullivan argues that K.S.A. 59-505 should be 



repealed because its protections are no longer needed in light of the enactment of the 
modernized elective share law in 1994. Prior to the enactment of the 1994 elective share 
law, a surviving spouse was entitled to elect against a will and receive one-half of the 
probate estate, which was the same amount a surviving spouse would receive under 
intestate succession if the decedent had a surviving spouse and child.  After the 1994 
elective share legislation, the amount of the elective share was reduced and only reached 
50% of the augmented estate if the couple had been married for 15 years.  Mr. O’Sullivan 
argues the elective share law provides more complete and equitable protection for a 
surviving spouse because it takes into account both real and personal property, all 
property owned by either spouse, and the length of the marriage.   

Mr. O’Sullivan argues that K.S.A. 59-505 is no longer needed to protect the elective 
share, because the elective share amount has been reduced.  In his experience, the 
elective share usually amounts to zero because most surviving spouses today already 
have sufficient property of their own or receive a significant amount of property from the 
deceased spouse. According to Mr. O’Sullivan, a surviving spouse who recovers more 
under K.S.A. 59-505 than he or she would be entitled to as an elective share is receiving 
an “inequitable windfall.”  

Mr. O’Sullivan also points out that K.S.A. 59-505 was enacted at a time when 
Kansas was more agrarian and a much greater percentage of wealth was held in real 
estate than is now the case.  Finally, Mr. O’Sullivan notes that most other states have 
abolished dower rights and that the Uniform Probate Code (UPC), upon which the 1994 
elective share legislation was based, does not contain any provision similar to K.S.A. 59-
505. Instead, the UPC’s elective share provisions provide that any real or personal
property transferred by the decedent spouse within two years of death is included in the
augmented estate.

In his article, Mr. O’Sullivan lists several factual situations that can prove even 
more complicated because of K.S.A. 59-505, including common law marriages, real 
property conveyances where the marital status of the seller is misrepresented or 
unknown, and situations where one spouse is unable or unwilling to consent to a sale of 
real property. He also notes the apparent lack of a statute of limitations for bringing a 
claim under K.S.A. 59-505, which could result in a surviving spouse bringing an elective 
share claim and later bringing a second action to recover property under K.S.A. 59-505, 
in essence, “double-dipping.” 



Feedback from other interested attorneys and groups 

Phil Ridenour 

When the KBA first proposed repealing K.S.A. 59-505 in 2012, then PLAC member 
Phil Ridenour submitted testimony to the legislature in opposition to the repeal.  The PLAC 
adopted Mr. Ridenour’s testimony as its position on K.S.A. 59-505, and it continues to 
find that testimony persuasive.  In his testimony Mr. Ridenour argued that K.S.A. 59-505 
is not inconsistent with the elective share laws; rather, it provides an additional protection 
that is self-effectuating in that its practical effect is to prevent the conveyance of real 
property by one spouse without the consent of the other.  Because the statute represents 
such a longstanding established principle of Kansas law, no title company would approve 
a deed conveying property without the consent of both spouses. As a result, the statute 
provides protection for both spouses without the need for costly and complicated elective 
share litigation. 

Mr. Ridenour also noted that, while it is true that some parts of Kansas are 
no longer agrarian and in metropolitan areas most Kansans’ assets are likely held in 
personal rather than real property, that is not necessarily the case in western Kansas and 
other areas that remain rural.  For many rural Kansans, family wealth continues to be 
found primarily in agricultural land.  Finally, Mr. Ridenour pointed out that some estate 
planners have relied on the existence of K.S.A. 59-505 in transferring land to their clients’ 
children and their spouses, knowing that the spouses could not mortgage or sell it without 
the consent of the clients’ children. 

Family law practitioners 

Richard Samaniego, a Wichita attorney who is a member of the Family Law 
Advisory Committee, communicated a concern on behalf of himself and other family law 
practitioners and judges in Wichita that repealing K.S.A. 59-505 could undermine the 
property rights of divorcing spouses granted in K.S.A. 23-2801 (upon filing of action for 
divorce, all property becomes marital property in which both spouses have common 
interest).  

Mr. Samaniego’s concern was shared by the Family Law Advisory Committee 
(FLAC).  The FLAC provided feedback that it is unanimously opposed to the repeal of 
K.S.A. 59-505 because it would remove a primary obstacle to the concealment of marital 
property and encourage “divorce planning” to remove undisclosed real property from the 
marital estate prior to, during, and post-divorce.  If K.S.A. 59-505 were repealed, the FLAC 
believes that other statutes regarding the disclosure of assets would need to be added to 



K.S.A. Chapter 23.   In addition, repealing the protection of K.S.A. 59-505 could put 
dependent spouses at risk. 

Title standards committee 

The PLAC also requested feedback from the Kansas Bar Association’s Title 
Standards Committee (Committee).  Todd Sheppard, who chairs that committee, 
attended a meeting and reported that the Committee had voted to remain neutral on 
whether K.S.A. 59-505 should be repealed.  Mr. Sheppard mentioned that the Committee 
had also been neutral when repeal was first proposed in 2012, and that the Committee 
generally tries to work within the existing law rather than advocating for change. 

Mr. Sheppard summarized the Title Standards Committee members’ arguments 
on both sides of the issue.  As arguments in favor of repeal, some committee members 
noted that the statute is no longer in line with current societal norms surrounding marriage 
and family structure.  For example, it is no longer commonplace for individuals to marry 
only once and to stay married and for only one spouse to be the breadwinner.  In that 
sense, giving one spouse an inchoate interest in real estate of the other spouse may be 
an outdated notion.   In addition, repealing the statute would eliminate some of the risk 
that title companies face and it would eliminate what can be an inconvenience for their 
clients.   

Other committee members argued that K.S.A. 59-505 protects each spouse from 
the alienation of non-homestead property by the other spouse, and they wanted to keep 
that protection.  It is well-known that both spouses must sign off on any real estate 
transaction in Kansas, so the practical effect of the statute is to serve as a backstop 
against possible fraudulent conveyances.   

To the extent that K.S.A. 59-505 presents difficulties for couples when one spouse 
is incompetent to sign, the same is true of constitutional homestead protections which 
also require both spouses to consent.  If K.S.A. 59-505 were repealed, it could become 
confusing to some that different rules apply to homestead versus non-homestead 
property, i.e., both spouses’ signatures would continue to be required for transactions 
involving homestead property but not non-homestead property. 



Probate Committee Position 

The PLAC agrees with the arguments and concerns presented by Phil Ridenour, 
the Family Law Advisory Committee, and those members of the KBA’s Title Standards 
Committee who opposed the repeal of K.S.A. 59-505.  The PLAC believes that the K.S.A. 
59-505 provides an important protection for spouses, one that is independent from the
additional protection provided by the spousal elective share.

As a practical matter, the PLAC believes that requiring both spouses to sign off on 
a real estate transaction continues to be good public policy.  Because this requirement 
has been part of Kansas law for over 150 years, there is a real concern that an outright 
repeal could trigger a cascade of unintended and unanticipated consequences.   

It is important to remember that the spousal elective share is just that, “elective.”  
A surviving spouse has the right to assert the election but is not required to do so.  And, 
in the vast majority of cases, the elective share is never even calculated, much less 
asserted.  Most Americans have no estate plan1, and their assets will pass under the laws 
of intestacy and via any beneficiary designations they may have made.  Under Kansas 
intestacy law, where a decedent leaves a surviving spouse and children, the surviving 
spouse is entitled to one-half of the estate.  If the decedent had no children, the surviving 
spouse is entitled to the entire estate.  K.S.A. 59-504.  The provisions of K.S.A. 59-505, 
which protect a spouse’s inchoate interest in real property during the marriage, also serve 
as a protection of the right to inherit under intestacy.  See Jackson v. Lee, 193 Kan. 40, 
43, 392 P.2d 92 (1964) (“It may be said that 59-505, supra, protects the interest in the 
real property during the marital relation which a spouse has the right to inherit under the 
provisions of G.S. 1949, 59-504.”) 

Equally important, as pointed out by Mr. Ridenour in his testimony, elective share 
litigation can be complex and expensive, whereas K.S.A. 59-505 is self-executing and 
provides up-front protection for spouses.  And, as noted by the FLAC, repealing K.S.A. 
59-505 would place a burden on a nonconsenting spouse to find out about property that
was conveyed prior to a divorce action, whereas K.S.A. 59-505 provides an up-front
barrier to such a conveyance.

The PLAC also found especially persuasive the concern of some Title Standards 
Committee members that repealing K.S.A. 59-505 could create confusion about when 
and whether both spouses are required to sign off on a real estate transaction.  As Mr. 
O’Sullivan acknowledges in his article, Article 15, Section 9 of the Kansas Constitution 

1 https://www.thinkadvisor.com/2022/10/11/two-thirds-of-americans-dont-have-an-estate-plan-survey/ 
https://www.aarp.org/money/investing/info-2017/half-of-adults-do-not-have-wills.html 
https://www.caring.com/caregivers/estate-planning/wills-survey/ 

https://www.thinkadvisor.com/2022/10/11/two-thirds-of-americans-dont-have-an-estate-plan-survey/
https://www.aarp.org/money/investing/info-2017/half-of-adults-do-not-have-wills.html
https://www.caring.com/caregivers/estate-planning/wills-survey/


prohibits the alienation of the homestead without the joint consent of both spouses.  This 
provision is also codified at K.S.A. 60-2301. This means that, even if K.S.A. 59-505 were 
repealed, real estate conveyances involving homestead property would still require the 
signature of both spouses.  The PLAC is concerned that it is not always apparent in any 
given transaction whether the property involved is a homestead, so eliminating the 
spousal joinder requirement for some transactions but not others could erode 
constitutional homestead protections. 

Mr. O’Sullivan argues that K.S.A. 59-505 is anachronistic and sexist in origin, but 
this argument ignores the fact that the statute has been gender neutral since at least 
1939.  It protects both spouses equally, regardless of gender. 

Mr. O’Sullivan also argues that K.S.A. 59-505 arbitrarily provides protection for 
only real property and not personal property, when a majority of assets today are held in 
personal property rather than real property.  Again, Phil Ridenour’s response to this 
argument was most persuasive.  First, even if most Kansans’ assets are held in personal 
property, that is not necessarily the case across the entire state, and especially in western 
Kansas where agricultural land and mineral rights account for a large share of estate 
assets.  Also, the fact that the legislature has not chosen to protect personal property is 
no reason to remove protections for real property.   

PLAC members disagreed with a number of other assertions in Mr. O’Sullivan’s 
article, for example, about how often the elective share has real value, and whether 
revocable trusts are always the best estate planning device.  However, many of those 
disagreements are based on anecdotal information, i.e., each attorney’s individual 
practice and experience has been different, so they will not be further discussed here.   

The PLAC did agree with Mr. O’Sullivan that the doctrine of common law marriage 
can complicate probate litigation, especially when a survivor claims a common law 
marriage to pursue a claim under K.S.A. 59-505 or a larger elective share.  These claims 
are especially difficult to refute when made after the fact and at a time when the decedent 
can no longer refute them.  But that is an argument to repeal common law marriage, not 
K.S.A. 59-505.   

Finally, the PLAC considered the possibility of proposing amendments to K.S.A. 
59-505 to address some of the potential inequities of the statute identified by Mr.
O’Sullivan, such as the lack of protection for a bona fide purchaser and the potential for
“double-dipping” under the elective share because there is no explicit statute of limitations
on a claim under K.S.A. 59-505.  However, the PLAC concluded that any such
amendments could dilute the protection of the statute.



Conclusion 

The PLAC believes that K.S.A. 59-505 is a statute that has stood the test of time.  
It offers real protection for spouses and operates effectively in conjunction with the 
elective share laws. The PLAC unanimously opposes any attempt to repeal K.S.A. 59-
505. 

Committee Membership 

The members of the Probate Law Advisory Committee are: 

Sarah Bootes Shattuck, Ashland 
Eric Anderson, Salina 
Shannon Barks, Kansas City, MO 
Cheryl Boushka, Kansas City, MO 
Emily Donaldson, Topeka 
Christine Graham, Kansas City, MO 
Mark Knackendoffel, Manhattan 
Hon. James McCabria, Lawrence 
Kent Meyerhoff, Wichita 
Fred Patton, Topeka 
Dave Snapp, Dodge City 









































MEMORANDUM 

TO: Probate Law Advisory Committee 

FROM:  Family Law Advisory Committee 

DATE: March 14, 2023 

RE: Feedback on the Repeal of K.S.A. 59-505 

After receiving some concerns from the family law practitioner perspective about 
repealing K.S.A. 59-505, the Probate Law Advisory Committee asked whether the Family Law 
Advisory Committee as a whole agreed with those concerns. The Family Law Advisory Committee 
met on March 10, 2023. The Committee reviewed K.S.A. 59-505, the 2012 letter from Phil 
Ridenour, and the article by Tim O’Sullivan. The Committee unanimously agreed with the points 
set out in Phil Ridenour’s letter.  

The Committee also noted that current law is ambiguous on the requirement to disclose 
marital property in a divorce. The Committee unanimously agreed that repealing K.S.A. 59-505 
would remove a primary obstacle to concealment of marital property and encourage divorce 
planning to remove nondisclosed real property from the marital estate prior to, during, and post-
divorce. If K.S.A. 59-505 is repealed, specific statutes regarding the disclosure of real estate would 
need to be added in Chapter 23 of the Kansas statutes.  

The Committee was also concerned that repealing K.S.A. 59-505 would put dependent 
spouses at risk. The burden would shift to the dependent spouse even if more stringent 
disclosure requirements were added to Chapter 23 in addition to the equitable relief for non-
disclosure, whereas maintaining the dower right provides equitable relief as well as some 
protection from the transfer of real property without spousal consent. 

If the Probate Law Advisory Committee has any questions or would like any other 
feedback, the Family Law Advisory Committee is happy to help. The Family Law Advisory 
Committee has meetings scheduled monthly on the second Friday of the moth for the rest of the 
year. 
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